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ABSTRACT
In two previous papers (Asher & Karnp 1986,1987), Hans Kamp and I developed a
framework for investigating the logic of attitudes whose objects involved an unlimited capacity
for self-reference. The framework was the daughter of two well-known parents-- possible
worlds semantics and the revisionist, semi-inductive theory of truth developed by Herzberger
(1982) and Gupta (1982). Nevertheless, the offspnng from our point of view was not an
entirely happy one. We had argued that orthodox possible worlds semantics was an
unacceptable solution to the problem of the semantics of the attitudes. Yet the connection
between our use of possible worlds semantics and the sort of representational theories of the
attitudes that we favor remained unclear. This paper attempts to provide a better connection
between the framework developed in the previous papers and representational theories of
attitudes by developing a notion of reasoning about knowledge and belief that a careful
examination of the model theory suggests. This notion of reasoning has a temporal or dynamic
aspect that I exploit by introducing temporal as well as attitudinal predicates.
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1.

REASONING AND A REPRESENTATIONAL THEORY OF
ATTITUDES

Reasoning about propositions an agent entertains, believes, or knows involves the
manipulation of structured objects by means of certain rules. A representational theory of
attitudes supports such a view of reasoning, because a representational theory takes these
propositions to be structured objects of the sort amenable to manipulation by rules of proof. In
real life reasoning takes an agent from one mental state at one time to another at a later time;
reasoning is thus essentially a dynamic process. One can abstract away the temporal element
and assimilate reasoning to the paradigm of formal proof. Although it should not obscure the
fact that an agent's reasoning about his beliefs or knowledge is a dynamic process, this
assimilation is useful, because it leads to a precise formulation of rules for reasoning. Such a
formulation amounts to a "logic for the attitudes."
That an agent's reasoning about his beliefs or knowledge employs what one might
justifiably call a logic for the attitudes, does not, from the representationalist's perspective,
entail that the agent's actual (or even ideal) beliefs are closed under such principles. Rather, it
means that if the agent were to reason using only these principles, his reasoning would be
sound. One task, then, of the representationally minded logician or philosopher is to determine
what principles of reasoning about belief or knowledge are sound. In order to show that some
set of such pnnciples are sound, a representationalist should provide a model in which every
application of such principles is sound.
The difficulty with the representationalist's conception arises when one attempts to endow
the attitude predicates with the natural principles of reasoning that traditional systems of
doxastic and epistemic logic suggest. The moral of the work by Kaplan, Montague (1960,
1963) and Thomason (1980) is that the combined principles of doxastic or epistemic reasoning,
when applied to structured objects like representations or sentences, are not sound in contexts
where, as in arithmetic, the capacity for constructing arbitrary, self-referential statements exists.
One example of a self-referential statement found to cause trouble was discussed by Montague
and Kaplan in connection with the Hangman Paradox; the statement says of itself that it is not
known, and when minimal, standard principles of epistemic are applied to it, a contradiction
quickly ensues. The motivation for Asher & Karnp (1986, 1987) was primarily to discover
what principles of doxasfic and epistemic reasoning could still be held in contexts where the
potential for self-reference is unlimited. This led to the development of an intensional analogue
to the extensional, Herzberger and Gupta models for truth, which I review now. My approach
here to these intensional models differs however from the original motivation; I take them to
furnish not only models of pnnciples of correct reasoning about knowledge or belief but also
but also a different perspective on what such reasoning amounts to.

2. MODELS, COHERENCE, AND BELIEF REVISION
To set the stage for a theory of reasoning about belief, I will need some machinery.
Consider a first order language L with identity, a denumerable infinity of individual constants,
and one distinguished predicate S (to be read as is a sentence). L(B) is the language L
expanded with a 1-place predicate B (to be read as some fixed believer K believes that). (I'll
consider belief as the only attitude to simplify matters.) A model for L is a quadruple M =
<W, R,D, []> such that:
(i) W is a set (of possible worlds);
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(ii) R is a binary relation on W (wRw' means that w' is a doxastic alternative for K in
w; [wR] is the set of alternatives to w);
(iii) D is a non-empty set (the domain of individuals);(iv) [] is a function which assigns
to each non-logical constant of L at each world a suitable extension: ff c is an
individual constant of L, [C]w ~ D; and if Q is an n-ary predicate of L, [Q]w _c

Dn;
(v) for each w ~ W, IS] w is the set of sentences of L;
(vi) each individual constant c is a rigid designator, i.e., for all w, w' ~ W, [c~w = [C]w,.
(vii) for each d a D and w ~ W, there is a constant c of L such that [C~w,M = d.
A model for L(B) is a pair <M, [B]> where M is a model for L and [B] is an intension for B
relative to M (i.e., a function from WM into go(DM)) such that Vw a WM [B]w c IS] w. We
refer to models for L(B) simply as models and to models for L as model-structures. A model
structure M is extensional just in case WM is a singleton and <w,w> e RM.
An important notion for this conception of a model is the idea of model coherence. A
model 7/1.is (doxasficedly) coherentiff the following statement is satisfied for each sentence
and each world w a WTrt:
~ [B]71Lw iff [~t~7~,w, = 1 for all w' ~ [wRTrt].
A model structure M is essentially incoherent iff every model that expands M is incoherent.
The notion of coherence brings together two, independent features of the models that are
essential to the semantics of the attitudes, the alternativeness relation and the extension of the B
predicate. The alternativeness relation in the model structure encodes plausible doxastic
principles of reasoning and the basic doxastic facts that the agent may uncover through
reflection; the predicate B's initial extension could represent what an agent might in fact believe.
Coherent models are those models in which the agent believes (or could come to believe
through reasoning) all that is doxastically possible for him to come to believe. Coherent
models are those in which the agent can use all the principles of reasoning encoded in the
alternativeness relation to their full effect.
Models that are incoherent may become coherent through the process of model revision.
To define this notion, however, I need some auxillaAr~notions. Define an interpolation
function on a set A to be any function ffrom ~o(A) into ~o(A) such that whenever A 1, A 2
A and A1N A 2 = ¢ then f(A 1, A2) ~ A 1 and f(A 1, A2)N A2 = ¢. A revision scheme is a
function R defined on the class of all limit ordinals such that for each k ~(k) is an interpolation
function on the set SL of sentences of L. Given a model 7/l and a revision scheme ~, the
revision sequence starting from 71~ according to lit is the sequence {?/la,~}oe~ On, such that:
7/la, ~ = <WTrt, D2rt, R ~ , [is, ~>, where [0] a, ~ = [0~Tn for all nonlogical constants 0 other
than B, and [B] a, ~ is defined as follows:
i) IBm°'~w = [B]w
ii) [B]a+l,~ w = {¢p: (Vw'e RT/I) [¢p~nt~, w,= 1)}
iii) [B]~,il~Ttt,w = ~(X)(B+w, B-w), where B+w = {¢p: (3'y<k)(V[~)(y<[3<~. --, ¢p
[B]I3,~ 7n,w) and B- w = {(p: (3"/<X)(VI3)('y<I3<~,--, {p et [B]I3,~ 7n,w).
There are many different choices for revision schemes ~ obeying the local stability principle.
One that I will be using a great deal in this paper is the Herzberger revT~ion scheme ~, in which
~(k)(B+w, B-w) = B+w. I will call Herzberger revision sequences those revision sequences
that employ the Herzberger revision scheme 4[.
There are certain conditions under which coherence cannot be achieved no matter how many
revisions are undertaken; in general, models in which paradoxical forms of self-reference are
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present will not be coherent.1 The presence of incoherent models leads to the following
distinctions, q~is positively (negatLvqLv) stable in a model 773. w/th respect to a revision
scheme il~ at a world w iff q~ ~ [B]I~,~Trt, w for all 13(q~ ~ ~B]I3,~7rl, w for all 13). q~ stabilizes
at an ordinal ez/n a model ~ w/th respect to a revision scheme ~ (at a world w) iff o~ is the
first ordinal 13 such that cp is positively or negatively stable (at w) in 7T1.13with respect to iI~. cz
is a stabilization ordinal for ~ (at w) w/th respect to ~ iff every cp that stabilizes in 97l (at
w) with respect to ~ stabilizes at some ordinal < cz in ~ (at w) with respect to ~. If 13is any.
ordinal greater or equal to the first stabilization ordinal for 771.with respect to II~, the model 97"tl3,
is called a metastable model. Call T a perfect stabilization ord/na/for 77l with respect to
just in case Tis a stabilization ordinal for 771.with respect to ~ , and q~~ [B~Trt, w iff q~
stabilizes at some ordinal < T in 771.at w with respect to ~ . The only model revision
sequences that I will discuss that contain perfect stabilization ordinals will be those defined by
restricting the choice of ~ to the Herzberger revision scheme d. I shall often restrict myself to
Herzberger revision sequences, as they are usually the simplest to manipulate. I will also refer
to certain classes of models defined by Herzberger revision sequences; for instance, I will refer
to the class of metastable models of the form 7Tta, ~t as the class of Herzberger-metastable
models.
With a description of this model-theoretic machinery in hand, I want now to return to the
question of reasoning about belief and the point of this machinery. If the aim were to represent
correctly an agent's actual, doxastic or epistemic state, then the extension of B should not
cohere with all the doxastic facts. 2 For in coherent models, agents are logically omniscient
and it is precisely the lack of logical omniscience in real life agents that motivates a
representationalist theory of the attitudes. On the other hand, an alternative goal is to represent
what the principles of reasoning allow an agent to conclude legitimately. An agent should be
able to come to believe anything that is doxastically possible for him to come to believe by
legitimately reasoning about his beliefs. Then there are different ways one might represent
these principles of legitimate reasoning. One way is to provide traditional axiomatizations of
doxasfic logic; the model-theoretical framework developed in Asher & Karnp (1986) (1987)
and sketched here provides some complete and some partial axiomatizations of logics validated
by various classes of models. I will say more about this approach in the next section.
A second way of using the model-theoretic framework to reflect legitimate principles of
doxastic reasoning is to take seriously the idea that the process of model-revision itself captures
an important aspect of correct doxastic reasoning. That aspect concerns the dynamics of
doxastic reasoning, the way an agent moves from one belief state to another in reasoning about
his beliefs. An original motivation for adopting the Herzberger-Gupta approach was that it
appeared to capture certain aspects of the dynamic process of belief revision that the reflection
on epistemically or doxastically paradoxical statements tends to set in motion. Belief revision
is an important aspect of the truth paradoxes, a point that many papers on the liar paradox have
stressed and that seems to have motivated Herzberger and Gupta to develop their alternative to

.1On,emight ~
that any .modelstru.cturewhich ~.ovides a general lige~lcefor sell-referenceise.ssentially
mconerent. However, this nsso only if the altemauveness relation satistles certain constraints. For instance, if M
satisfies the following condition,
(C1) (Vw ~ WM)([wR] = ¢ v (Vw' ~ [wR]) [w'R] = ¢)
then M can be expanded to a coherent model. The reason for this is obvious: If w is a world such that [wRM] =
then in any expansion 77l of M all sentences will be stable at w after one revision, and if [wRM] ~:~but (Vw'
[wR]) [w'R] = ¢ then every sentence becomes stable at w after at most two revisions. I refer the interested reader
to Asher & Kamp (1987) for some further results on the effects of the alternativenessrelation on coherence.
2One might r ~quire,that the extension of B cohere with the "atomic"doxastic facts, though not with all their logical
consequences. Let s call such models in which there is this partial coherence norraM,models. 7rt is a normalmodel
just in case for any atomic sentence tp of L, ~p~ RB~71Lw iff ~¢p~, w' = 1 for all w e [wRTrt].
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Kripke's original idea. But in connection with the epistemic and doxastic paradoxes the
revision aspect is especially important.
In introspective reasoning-- reasoning in which no new information is received from the
outside by the agent-- the agent moves from one belief state to another by reflecting on the
beliefs he already has. Sometimes, reflection simply adds to the set of beliefs; sometimes
reflection leads to belief revision when the agent uncovers an inconsistency among his beliefs
or perhaps some incompatibility between his explicitly held beliefs and what he is implicitly
committed to. After a number of revisions one might imagine that ff the agent reasons
correctly, he should achieve a stable doxastic state that persists under further reflection. In
some particularly bizarre circumstances like those that arise in the Knower Paradox or the
Hangman paradox, however, the agent revises his beliefs but fails to achieve a stable doxastic
state.
Model revisions are intended to model at least some aspects of this introspective belief
revision. Model revisions also verify an agent's correct reasoning in the following sense: if an
agent begins in a certain belief state B 0, which I identify here with a set of sentences, and
reasons to a state Bi in the absence of any new information, then that reasoning process will be
sound or correct just in case for any model 7/l and world w ff B0 _q_[B]lTrt, w, then there is an
ordinal tz such that B~ _q [B]aTtt, w. The notion of model revision, however, does not yield a
full theory of belief revision. It does not provide rules or even guidelines for which belief an
agent ought to throw out when he uncovers an inconsistency.1 The process of model revision
in effect finesses the difficult epistemic problem of determining which beliefs to keep in case of
conflict by legislating that the doxastic possibilities always encode the "right" beliefs.
Nevertheless, model revisions point out something of interest. They provide a tractable
semantics for the process belief revision. This remains a problem of belief revision, even once
one has determined the epistemic problems with belief revision-- namely, which beliefs are to
be kept in case of conflict. The theory of model revision also reveals some of the complexities
of belief revision that those concerned with the epistemic problems of belief revision have not
addressed.
3.

CONVERGENCE

AND COMPLETENESS

One way to use a model theory for the purpose of determining and motivating a logic is
to look for completeness results with respect to some natural class of models. The modeltheoretic framework suggests a wide variety of classes of models for consideration. I define
validity with respect to a class of models in the usual way: tp is vah'd with respect to ~, in
symbols ~ ~ 9, iff for every 77t ~ ~ and w e W ~ [9~Trt,w = 1. Asher & Kamp (1987) makes
shows that completeness proofs are available for classes of coherent models. There are also
other notions of validity, some more plausible than others, that can be defined with respect to
any class of models ~. I will introduce one in section 4.
The process of model revision not only yields coherent models but also defines a wide
class of models that "converge" under the revision process to the same coherent model, a fact
first noted by Gupta (1982) for extensional models. Every such class C of convergent models
arises from a single model structure; that is, there is a model structure M such that every model
in C is an expansion of M. Following Gupta's terminology, I will call a model structure M
Thomasonian just in case every model expansion of M converges to a single coherent model.
Or in symbols, a model structure M is Thomasonian just in case there is an ordinal a such that
1For an example of the latter, see Rescher's theory in Rescher (1976).
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for any models 97l~ and 97t2 expanding M and revision schemes ~ and ~ 2 , the revisions
7/lt a, ~1 and 7R2 a, ~2 are coherent and 77l~a, ~1 = 97t2a, ~2. The expansions of Thomasonian
model structures are particularly interesting, because in these models correct reasoning will lead
to coherence regardless of what initial extension is assigned to the belief predicate and what
choice of revision scheme is used. These models are most like standard possible worlds
models for the attitudes; the extension of the B predicate is eventually wholly determined by the
doxastic possibilities. Once such a point is reached in the revisions of expansions of
Thomasonian model structures, the model revision conception of doxastic reasoning coincides
with the ordinary conception of doxastic reasoning as enshrined in the axiomatizations of
standard doxastic logic. So an understanding of these models in the present framework is a
good point of departure in the investigations of the model revision conception of doxastic
reasoning.
To figure out what sort of model structures are Thomasonian, I need the following notion of
Gupta's. Say that an n-place predicate Q of L is sentence-neutral/n a model structure M iff
for each w ~ W M, each i such that 1 _<i _<n and all a ~ , . . . , a~. t , a~+l,..., a~ ~ D M and s, s'
~S]M,

< a t , • • . , a,_ t ,

s, a , + l , • • . , a , > ~ [ Q ~ M , w i f f < a ~ , . . . .

a,_ ~ , s', a~+~ . . . .

, an>

~Q~M, w- Say that M is sentence-neutral iff every predicate of L other than B is sentenceneutral in M. Coherent models result from a sentence-neutral model-structure when the modelstructure obeys the following constraint on the denotation relations it posits. For any model
structure M let <M be the transitive closure of the relation which holds between two constants
c 1 and c 2 iff [c 2 ]M is a sentence containing c 1 as a constituent. Given any model structure M,
let <M be the transitive closure of the relation which holds between two constants ct and c2 iff
[c2 ]M is a sentence of L containing cl as a constituent. The required constraint on <M is that it
be well-founded.
In fact, when these conditions are met, we not only have coherence but convergence as
well. 1
Proposition 1. Let M be any sentence-neutral model structure such that <M is wellfounded. Then M is Thomasonian.
It is possible to extend this result by weakening the assumption of sentence neutrality. Define
for any set A of sentences of L a model structure M to be A-neutrM just in case for any nonlogical n-ary predicate Q, all at . . . . , ai_ t , ai+l . . . . , a~ ~ DTa and s, s' ~ [A~Trt <al, . . . . a~_ l
, s, a i + t , • • . , a~> e [Q~Tt, w iff <aal,..., ai_t , s', an+l, • •., a~> ¢ [Q~7l, w. Gupta (1982),
who considers a number of such extensions, notes that whenever M is extensional and A is the
set of sentences ungrounded in M according to any one of the valuation schemes mentioned in
Kripke (1975), M can be expanded to a coherent model. There is an intensional analogue to
Gupta's remark for arbitrary model structures. Moreover, one can show:
Proposition 2. Suppose (i) M is a model structure for L; (ii) <M is well-founded;
(iii) A is some set of sentences of L; (iv) M is A-neutral; (v) 7/l is an expansion of M;
(vi) the set U of sentences of L which do not stabilize in 7R is included in A. Then M
is Thomasonian.
Another way to extend proposition 1 is this. If M is a model structure in which a 2-place
predicate Neg and a 3-place predicate Con of L arc interpreted as the relations 'x is the negation
of y' and 'x is the conjunction of y and z', respectively, while all other predicates are sentence-

1AnilGuptasuggested the generalizationsin propositions1,2and the one in footnote 1 onpage 5 to Ka~npand"
myself. The proofs of the generalizationfollowquite sWaighfforwardly,from th~se given mr mtensiqnmmooet
coherence in Asher & Kanip (1987). I omit the proofs here, however, necause mey are quite tong when written out.
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neutral and <M is well-founded, then it is still true that every expansion of M becomes
coherent upon repeated revision and converges to the same model-- i.e., M is Thomasonian. 1
These results establish that there is a non-trivial class of coherent models of L(B) which
not only allow quantification over objects of belief but also define a COlTesponding class of
models in ordinary possible worlds semantics that incorporate a certain amount of ability to
talk about the structure of objects of belief. The completeness proof of Asher & Kamp (1987)
for the class ~ of coherent models which expand some model structure M such that (i) M is
sentence-neutral and (ii) R M is transitive and reflexive on its range shows that a slightly
modified version of the standard system of doxastic logic known as quantified, "weak" $4 (the
propositional schemata are given in Thomason (1980)) is complete with respect to ~ in the
sense that ¢p is a theorem of that logic iff ~ ~ ¢p. Other completeness proofs employing the
same argument are available for classes of coherent models which expand model structures
with different underlying alternativeness relations.
Unfortunately, such completeness proofs do not exist for many sets of models. The
reason for this becomes clear with the following proposition (also from Asher & Kamp 1987).
To state it I will need names for all the sentences of L. Let Cop be a fixed function which maps
the sentences of L one-to-one onto some coinfinite subset of C L. I assume for the remainder of
the paper that, for every model structure M and sentence ¢p, [ccp]M = ¢p, and that all models are
expansions of such M.
Proposition 3. Let ~ be the class of all metastable models Tft ct, ~ for arbitrary
revision schemes R such that RTrt is transitive and reflexive on its range. 2 Then, for
any sentence ¢p, ~ ~ Bcv, where V is the sentence B % --* cp, iff ¢p is stable in all
members of ~.
The constraints of transitivity and reflexivity on the range of RTn ensure that in coherent
models, Bcw is valid for any sentence ¢p.3 Proposition 3 entails that whenever ~ is such that for
some decid~ible set S' of sentences of L the set of those members of S' which are stable
throughout ~ is not recursively enumerable, then the set of sentences of L that are valid in ~ is
not recursively axiomatizable. This situation should arise in many cases. 4
There is, however, a weaker type of completeness result that proposition 4 and its
implications do not rule out. If one is interested in only the logical validity of certain traditional
doxastic "schemata", such as for example the "weak $4" axioms used in Thomason (1980),
then, given some particular class of models ~, the question precisely which schemata are
validated by ~Bmay admit of an answer even if the set of L-sentences that are valid throughout
is not recursively axiomatizable. I will appeal to this technique in the next section.

4.

DYNAMIC THEORIES OF REASONING

1So far the techniques developed in Asher & Kamp (1987) only yield the following, partial result:
Proposition. Let M be a model structure such that (i) <M is well-founded; (ii) for all w ~ W M INeg~M,w is the
set of all pairs <¢p,~r>of sentences of L such that ¢pis the negation of V, and ICOn~M,w is the set of all triples
<(P,W1,V2> of sentences of L such that ~_is the conjunction of ~1 and V2;(iii) all.pwrdi~te~sof L other than Neg,
Con ~ d B are sentence-neutral in M. Moreover let 7/t be an expansion ot ~v~sucnmat (iv) me sentence
(D
._@x)t31)tNe~(x,~--~B(x) ~-a(y3)
stabilizes in 77l at auw ~ w M . Then M ~s lnomasonmn.
2That is, VwlVw2Vw3((wlRw2 & w2Rw3) ~ wxRw3) and VwlVw2(w~Rw2 ~ w2Rw2).
3Their use in this framework will not yield implausibly strong axioms, and they make the models more tractable
under revision. I shall appeal to them quite often in what follows.
4See Burgess's (1986) results where ~ includes only standard models of arithmetic-- but ff • includes nonstandard as well as standard models, then we have an open problem.
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While the principles of reasoning suggested by ordinary doxastic logic do have some
application within the semantics for the attitudes I favor, the models also suggest a quite
different way of looking at reasoning about knowledge and belief in terms of belief revision.
Incorporating this element of model revision explicitly into the formalization of reasoning about
attitudes yields a dynamic theory of reasoning, in which reasoning is conceived as a means of
moving from one mental state to another. In such a system, certain rules for reasoning will
cause the agent to move to a new belief state, which may revise, as well as add to, the
antecedent belief state.1 These rules will be the proof theoretic analogues of the jump
operation in the sequence of model revisions. This operation, recall, turns a given model into a
new one by adjusting the extensions of B to the set of beliefs determined by the alternativeness
relation R. The sequence of model revisions will furnish a criterion for the correctness of these
rules.
A natural deduction system such as that provided by Fitch, Kalish and Montague or
Lemrnon (to name some familiar ones) provide a setting within which to formalize such
dynamic rules of reasoning. I focus here on the system of Lemmon (1965). That system
defines a proof as a sequence of lines where each line consists of (i) a natural number label, (ii)
a (possibly empty) set of labels of previous lines, and (iii) a formula. The formula in (iii) is the
main entry of a line. The set of labels are of course the premises of the main entry. I will alter
this format slightly_ by entering a pair consisting of a formula and a number for the main entry
of the form (n, tp).2 The number n serves as the index of a particular belief state. The rules of
Lemmon's system may all be easily restated as applying only to lines with main lines having
the same ordinal index. Thus, for instance, modus ponens becomes the following principle:
If a proof contains lines
(j) {11.... , ln}
(n, Cp)
(k) ml, .... mj
(n, tp ~ V )
then we may write down as a new line:
(1) {11.... , In, m l , ..., mj }
(n, V)
Similarly, I redefine the rule of conditional proof as follows:
Suppose a proof contains lines
(0) {J}
(n, tp)
(k) {j, ml .... , mj }
(n, V)
Then we may write down as a new line:
(1) {m I , ..., mj }
(n, q) ~ V)
Along with the rules of proof, I also reedefine derivability. We say that cp is derivable from ~1,
.... W,, written W1, ..., W. F ~0,just in case there is an n such that for all ~ n there is a proof of
(m, cp) from (rn, ~1) .... , (m, ~o). It is easy that to see that this sytem, which I'll call To,
provides a notion of provability that coincides with the notion of first order logical
consequence.
To turn T Ointo a rudimentary system for reasoning about the attitudes, consider the
following additional rule.
Suppose a proof contains the lines,
(j) {1~,..., 1, }
(n, cp)
(kl) {ml,l .... , ml, j }
(n + 1, B ( ~ i ) ) 3

1Some remarks Anil Gupta made in a lecture on defmitions at the University of Texas, May 1987) suggested this to
me.

2The suggestion for this particular format is due to Hans Kamp.
3Note that to be properly stated I should have used the constants cq~. I will assume the more familiar notation as an
abbreviation of the talk of constants.
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(ki) {mm, ..., m~,k }
(n + 1, Bxg~)
and 11, .... 1n are the labels of lines with main entries (n, Xgm)for 1_<m _<i, then
one may add as a new line:
(1) {m1,1 .... , ml,j, ..., m~,l, ..., m~,k }
(n + 1, B<p)
I call this new rule B0I (belief introduction 0), and the system that results from adding BI 0 to
T 0, the system B 0. Using B0I it is easy to show that if I-' B 0 <p then I-' B 0 B(tp) and that I-' B 0
(B(tp --, xg) & B(<p)) --~.B(xg). But also it appears that B 0 has the following property: ff I-' B 0
B(tp) then 1-' B 0 (<p), a rule which I'U call R1. I will add (R1) to B 0, and call the resulting
system ~1.
By exploiting the notion of propositional schemata used in Asher & Karnp (1987), one
can give a completeness proof for B 1 relative to the notion of validity provided by metastable
models.1 More precisely, I introduce a language of propositional doxastic logic in which belief
is represented as a sentential operator. So let PL be the language whose atomic sentences are
T, _1_and the sentence letters Pl, P2, .... and which has besides the truth-functional connectives
&, v the 1-place sentence operator B. I refer to the formulae of PL as schemata. An
interpretation of PL in L is a function I that maps each sentence letter onto a sentence of L.
Every interpretation I can be extended to all formulae of PL as follows: I(T) = (Vx) x=x; I(_1_)
= (3x) x#x; I(--Sx) = --4(Ix); I(Ix & v) = I(Ix) & I(v); I(lx v v) = I(Ix) v I(v); I(BIx) = B(ci(Ix)).
Where ~Bis a class of models for L, the schema Ix is valid in ~3, in symbols ~B~ Ix, iff ~ ~ I(l.t)
for every interpretation I. There is another more useful notion of validity for schemata,
however. Say that a schema Ix is valid, with respect to ~B, which I will write as • ~* Ix, iff for
each instance 1~ of Ix there is a natural number n such that ~ is true at every world in every
model in ~Bthat is of the form 7RZ.+m,~ for some model 7rt, revision scheme 3 , limit ordinal ~.
and natural number m >_n. In other words, for a schema Ix to be valid, with respect to ~B, each
of its instances must stabilize to truth at every world on every to-sequence of revisions that
belong to ~B.
The notion of defivability provided by BI coincides with the weak notion of validity
provided by all metastable Herzberger expansions of some model structure M.
Proposition 4. Let ~ be the class of models consisting of all metastable Herzberger
expansions 7R °t, ,~ of some model structure M and any revision scheme 3 . Then for
every schema Ix o f P L , B 1 I-' Ix iff~B ~* Ix.
The left to fight part of the proposition is established by induction on the length of derivations
in B1. The proof from fight to left rests on the following idea. Let I o be the interpretation
which assigns to each sentence letter Pi the sentence -,B(ci). Then, whenever Ix is a schema
that is not derivable in B 1, there will be a revision scheme ~E and an expansion 7/l of M such
that Io(Ix) is false in 7R °t,~ for arbitrarily large or. This is so because for any schema Ix that is
"contingent in" B 1 (i.e. neither provable nor disprovable in B1), one can, relying on a certain
normal form for Ix, construct an expansion 7/~ of M so that Ix is false in 97l ~ + m, ~t at some
world w, for arbitrarily large ordinals X and natural numbers m. The details of this
construction and of the normal form are to be found in the proof of propositions 18 & 21 in
Asher & Kamp (1987).

~1, however, is a minimal system. It provides only the most rudimentary formalization
of the sort of reasoning that takes place for instance in the Knower paradox or other semantic
paradoxes or that is represented by the process of model revision. Extensional systems that are
1The proof follows the strategy of theorem 21 in Asher & Kamp 1987.
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stronger than B 1 are easy to construct. In such extensional systems we can prove not only
B0I but also the rule (R1). Moreover, there are extensional systems that replicate the sort of
reasoning that goes on in the paradoxes. Consider for example a system which contains the
following introduction and elimination rules. Here first is the introduction rule (BextI) (for
extensional B predicates).
Suppose a proof contains the line:
fj) {11, .... 1. }
(n, cp)
Then we may add the new line
(kl) {11, ..., 1,]
(n + 1, B~0)
Here is the corresponding elimination rule (BextE).
Suppose a proof contains the line:
(j) {11..... 1, }
(n + 1, B~0)
Then we may add the new line
(k) {11, .... In }
(n, cp)
If one interprets B as a predicate of truth or some other extensional notion, then these rules
reflect the conception of reasoning about these concepts captured by the process of extensional
model revision. They encode in a proof system the process of reflection that many have taken
to be the intuitive motivation behind the revision conception of truth. With BextI and BextE, it
becomes possible for the reasoner to reason about information in states that intuitively occur
earlier in the revision process (i.e. states that are represented by lower numbers in the main
entries). With this capacity, however, comes the possibility of strengthening a rule like RAA.
For suppose an agent were to reason as follows: suppose that true(cp) at stage n+l of my
reflections. But that is only possible if cp is the case at stage n. If ~0's being the case at stage n
leads me to a contradiction, then I should conclude ---Irue(cp) at n+l. Such reasoning appears
perfectly acceptable, but the current T 0 formulation of RAA does not permit it. So I introduce
a strengthened version of RAA, RAA*, which says the following:

(j) {j}

(n, ,0)

(k) {j, ml .... , mj }
(k, ~ & ~V)
for k _<n and where the main entries on m I , .... mj are all of the form (n, ~1) ..... (n, ~Sj).
Then we may write down as a new line:
(1) {ml ..... m~ }
(n, ~ )
Call the system that results from adding to T Othe rules. RAA*, (BextD and (BextE), ~ext. In
I~ext all of the rules of B1 are derivable. But also derivable is the principle (E), B(cp)
-J3(-¢4)). Bext also has a clear semantics: it is sound and complete with respect to Herzberger
metastable expansions of extensional model structures.l
Proposition 5. Let ~ be the class of models consisting of all Herzberger metastable
expansions 7Ra, ,~ of some extensional model structure M. Then for every schema It
of PL, Bext F-' It iff ~ I~* It.
The left to right version of this proof proceeds generally by induction on the length of a
proof. The only difficult rules are the new ones RAA* and (BextI) and (BextE). To show that
these rules are sound, we need to take account of the way these rules exploit the structure of the
revision sequence. To show that RAA* is valid*, I show that the conclusion drawn by RAA*
must be a consequence of its premises in any metastable model 97lot +m, ,~ (for sufficiently high
m), for if not then some other metastable model 7RIk,~ will verify a contradiction. Now define
the degree of a formula v of PL, deg (It)to be the maximum of the lengths of chains of nested
occurrences of B in It. To show that (BextD and (BextE) are sound, I show by induction on the
degree of {~1 ..... ~n } that in a particular canonical form of proof and given a derivation of
(m, ~0) from (m, ~1) ..... On, ~n) in which (BextI) and (BextE) are used, (m, ~1) ..... (m, ~n) ~*
(m,cp). Going from right to left, the presence in Bext of the equivalence, F' B(~) iff F' xg, and

1Note that (E) is not sound with respect to limit ordinal revision stages in the Herzberger revision process.
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(E) allows us to rewrite any schema xg in terms of a boolean combination of T, .L, sentence
letters and formulas of the form B*(pi). t Rewrite each one of the distinct sentence letters pj as
a formula of the form B0(pj). Now go through and replace each one of the formulas Bm(pk)
with a distinct sentence letter pmk. Call such a rewrite of &(IF) & q~, q~*. Since ~0" is not a
theorem of B~, there is an assignment of truth values to the sentence letters of q~* that makes
q)* false. The trick is now to find an interpretation of q~*,~*, in our first order language L such
that [~*brt ct, w = 0, for arbitrarily large o~and for some w. The desired translation is one that
maps the distinct sentence letters pink onto L-sentences of the form Bin(Ok). Now we construct
a model 7R in which the constants {c~ .... , c, } form a self-referential set in the sense of Asher
& Kamp (1987) of the following form: [c01 = B(c~), [cl ] = B(c2), ..., [% ~ = ---~B(c0). The
sentences denoted by the constants ct,..., c, then cycle through all 2n possible assignments of
truth values to them in metastable models. This assures us that whatever assignment of truth
values to sentence letters in q~* is required to show that q~* is false, there is a metastable model
7Ro~for arbitrarily large 0t which replicates this pattern in its assignment of truth values at w to
the sentences B*(ci).
Bext also replicates the sort of reasoning that someone confronted with the paradoxes
might proceed through, where now each ordinal n indexes a new mental state. Suppose that
~b] = --43(b). I assume that the agent has a theory of the denotations of the constants in his
language, so that given the denotation equations like the one above the agent knows that b =
c--,B(b), CB(b) = c---,--,B(b)= Cneg(b) and so on. Although this notation for constants is correct, it is
clumsy. So I will just use th6 subscripts for the constants where no confusion results; this
makes things more readable. Now suppose that the reasoner might assumes for instance that
(n, B(b)). But then applying BextE, (n -1, --aB(b)). On the other hand, an application of (BextI)
to the premise yields (n+l, B(B(b))), or, subtituting equals for equals, (n+l, B(neg(b))). But
then by (E), (n+l, -,B(b)). Another application of (BextI) and the substitution of equals for
equals yields (n+2, B(b)). The familiar pattern of reasoning cycling between two possibilities
is now established, and we may see such a pattern stretched out across as many mental states
as the reasoner has energy for.
Because Bext and systems to follow reflect the dynamics of belief revision, we should
perhaps no longer think of completeness proofs relative to a class of models. Rather, the
relevant notion of validity should be defined relative to a class of sequences of models. More
precisely, let F be a collection of pairs of formulas and numbers as in the main entries of proofs
o r b 0, B 1, or Bext. Then say that a sequence of models is appropriate for F U {(m, q~)}just
in case there is a bijective function f from ordinals in the main entries of the lines of F tJ {(m,
q~)} to {[31, ..1~1+j } such that: i f n I is the minimal number in the main entries o f F LI {(m, q~)},
then f(nl) = [51; and since for every number n in the main entries of F U {(m, q~)} can be
written as n~ + It, then set f(n) = 13t+ It. Say_that F L] {(m, q~)} isveritied relative to an
approp~ate sequence of models 97tlh, .... 7R~i+J if for every n and xg such that if (n, xg) e F
and 7Rf(n)~ xg, then 7Rf(m)l• ~p. I will write Prov(F, (m, q~))just in case there is a proof of (m,
~p)from F. z An induction on the length of a proof that as in proposition 5 exploits the
correspondence between the structure of model revision sequences and the rules of Bext
establishes the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Suppose that in Bext Prov(F, (m, q))). Then any appropriate
sequence of metastable expansions 7RI3,7RI3+1, ... 97tl~'n of some extensional modelstructure M verifies F U {(m, q~)}.
1Again, thismethod ofproof isto be found in Ashcr & Kamp (1987). I have sketched ithere to give a feelfor
some of the character of completeness proofs there.
2Note that if (p is a theorem of an indexing system, then there is a least n such that (nA0) is derivable from the empty
set.
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Note that if in B~ Prov(F, (m, tp)), any sequence of metastable expansions 7/113, 7/1~+1....
7/'tl]+n also verifies F t.J {(m, (p)}. But Bex t has a completeness property that B 1 does not.
That is,
Proposition 7. Let F be a collection of pairs of formulas of PL and numbers and let
tp be a formula of PL. Suppose that any appropriate sequence of metastable expansions
7ttl~, 77t1~+1, ... 77t13+nof some extensional model-structure M verifies F U {(m, tp)}.
Then in ]Bext, Prov(F, (m, tp)).
Note that proposition 7 will not hold for Bi, because Bi does not allow us, for instance, to
predict the "flip-flop" of truth value behavior of a liar sentence in a sequence of model
revisions. To prove proposition 6 for Bex t, consider the normal form of those formulae in F U
{tp } described in the sketch of the proof of proposition 5, where the set of distinct sentence
letters is {Pl, --., Pk }. Since (m, (p) is not derivable from F, F t3 {(m, ---~p)} is derivable
consistent, in the sense that using the rules of Bex t we cannot derive a contradiction from this
set. Suppose that there are sentence letters {pj, .... Pm} occurring in tp and in xg~.... , Wi in F.
Call the set of interpretations of {pj,...,pm } needed to verify W, 12 and the set of interpretations
of {pj .... ,p~ } needed to falsify (p, I. Since (m, tp) is not derivable from F, there is a function
from one element of each of 11, ..., Ii to an element of I that obeys the constraints of extensional
model revision. Otherwise, F U {(m. --¢,p)} would not be derivable consistent. The numbers
associated with xgl, ..., )gi and tp can be ordered into a sequence with which one may correlate
L-models 7/ll3, ... 97d1+k. Now each sentence letter pi must according to the value for ~ remain
true for so long in the sequence-- a parameter which I'I1 call the per/od of p~; because of the
nature o f ~ , this means that if on one of the assignments Ix picked out by ~ kt(p~) = T and the
period ofp~ is m, then I.t(Brn+l(p~)) = .L. It is now possible to use the method alluded to in the
sketch of the proof of proposition 5 to find right set of self-referential constants to ensure that
the pattern of truth value as~signments to {pj,..., Pm } is replicated by the translations of the pj in
the sequence of models 77ti~.... 7]'tll+k. The remaining letters not shared by W~, .... xg~and (p
may be assigned the appropriate values by the procedure sketched in proposition 5.
Extensional systems like Bex t, however, will not do for an analysis of the attitudes.
Principle (E), when applied to belief and other attitude predicates, gives intuitively wrong
predictions; just because one does not believe that there is life on other planets, one does not
have to believe that there is no life on other planets-- the concept of belief allows for
agnosticism. In this respect B 1 is superior. Similarly, Bex t fails to provide the foundations
for a system of reasoning about other attitudes that interact with belief like want and desire.
These too must be treated intensionally. But Bext does capture an aspect of reasoning about
belief that is also reflected in reasoning about liar sentences. From the perspective of the
reasoner, reasoning about beliefs is similar to reasoning about truth. For an agent always
assumes any one particular belief of his is true. Also, if he concludes a proposition is true, he
should rationally come to believe it. Consequently, from the perspective of the agent, there is a
kind of equivalence between truth and belief.1 So an adequate theory of reasoning about belief
should somehow incorporate dements of the rules (BextI) and (BextE).
To provide such a theory, I have to be more sophisticated about reasoning about belief
and other attitudes. First, I will distinguish between "belief subproofs" and main proofs by
introducing yet another modification to Lemmon's notion of proof. I shall say that line n
occurs within a belief-subproof just in case it is of the form
(n.)
{k, .... ,kin}
*
where n is the line number, {kl, .... km } the set of numbers indicating the premises of the line,
(n, (p) the main entry, and * the indicator announcing that n. is a line in a belief subproof. The
notion of a belief subproof is familiar in natural deduction systems (see for instance Fitch
1I am endebted to Dan Bonevac for pointingout to me this way of seeing the intuitivecharacteristicsof B2.
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(1974) and Bonevac (1987)). Any line entered within a belief subproof expresses a
proposition that the agent at least implicitly believes; the intuitive semantics of a belief subproof
is that any line within such a subproof is true at all the belief alternatives of the agent. I now
add two more rules (BiI) and (B1E), belief introduction and elimination. (B~I) says the
following: Suppose a proof contains the line:
(j) {11, ..., ln}
*
(n, 9)
Then we may add the new line
(kl) {11..... 1,}
(n + 1, B 9)
The corresponding elimination rule (B1E) says:
Suppose a proof contains the line:
(j) {11, ..., In }
(n + 1, Bg)
Then we may add the new line
(k) {11, .... In }
*
(n, 9)
These rules follow the conception of belief revision described by model revision sequences; ff
at stage n 9 occurs within a belief subproof (which corresponds to 9's being true at all
alternatives to a world w at stage n), then in reflecting upon this fact, the agent may enter B(9)
into the main proof at the next stage (which corresponds B(9)'s being true at w at stage n+l).
But in this reflection, the believer himself should come to another belief as well; that is,
he should also come to believe implicitly B(cp). This means that B(9) should also be entered
into the belief subproof. This is an important aspect of the dynamics of belief and is essential
in reasoning about the paradoxes, I will make the belief predicate "quasi-extensional" by
allowing the rules (BextI) and (BextE) to operate on * lines. I'U call these rules (BextI*) and
(BextE*) respectively. Here's (BextI*).
Suppose a proof contains the line:
(j) {11, ..., In }
*
(n, ~0)
Then we may add the new line
(kl) {11.... , In}
*
(n + 1, Bq~)
The corresponding elimination rule (BextE*) says the following.
Suppose a proof contains the line:
(j) {11.... ,In}
*
( n + l , Bg)
Then we may add the new line
(k) {11 .... ,1, }
*
(n,
We also need some reiteration rules for entering new formulas within * subproofs. First all
theorems may be reiterated within * subproofs (RE1T*). That is, suppose (n+l, 9) is a
theorem, then one may enter a new line,
(m)
{}
*
(n, 9)
One may do this regardless of the depth of * subproofs (i.e., there can be proofs with lines that
have lots of *s on them). Call the resulting system that contains T o, (RAA*), (BiI), (B1E),
(BextI*), (BextE*) and (REIT*) the system B2. I now introduce yet another notion of
derivability, I-". ~1 .... , ~n I'" 9, just in case there is an n such that for all m >_n there is a proof
of (m, 9) from (m, ~1) ..... (m, ~n), and the line containing (m, cp) does not also contain any *
B2 contains R 0 but not Bext. (E) is not derivable within B2. But within B2 it is easy to
prove (BoI). Note also that if I-" B2 B(q~) then I-" B2 (<P)for largely the same reasons as
before. But again we can't prove this as a derived rule, so I will add (R1) to Bz as well.
Unlike B , , B2 also mirrors the dynamics of reasoning about belief that is reflected in the
sequence of model revisions. For example, let us consider the sort of oscillations in the
extension of B in a model ~ where I b m = -,B(b). The constant b denotes a belief-theoretic
analogue to the liar sentence, H1 call it the "unbeliever". Let's assume that an agent has
consistent beliefs and that he believes the unbeliever at least initially. He then comes to reflect
on this belief using the system B2. Let's see what happens in the full L-framework, which wiU
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have, I assume, a theory of the constants denoting sentences in it, so that we can make the
appropriate substitutions.
1.
{1}
(n, B(b))
A.
2.
{1}
*
(n-l, --~B(b))
1, B~E
3.
{1}
*
(n, B(--~B(b))
2, BextI*
4.
{1}
*
(n, B(b))
3, definition of b
5.
{1}
*
(n, , B(b))
4, Double negation
6.
{1}
(n+l, B(neg(b)))
5, B11
7.
{}
(n+l, ---,13(_!.)--, (B(neg(b)) --* --,B(b))),
theorem
8.
{8}
A.
(n+l, ---I]30.))
9.
{1,8}
(n+l, ~ ( b ) )
6,7,8 Modus Ponens
10.
{1}
*
(n+l, B(neg(b)))
5, BextI*
11.
{1,8} *
(n+l,-~B(b))
same reasoning as in 7-9
using Reit
12.
{1,8}
(n+2, B(b))
l l , BlI
~ e familiar pattern is now once again estabfished. Assuming beliefs are consistent, the
agent won't be able to prove B(b) and -~B(b) at any one stage, but his doxasfic states will
oscillate forever between these two possibifities-- affirming one at one stage and discarding it
and affirming the contradictory at the next stage.
Surprisingly as proposition 8 shows, B2 and B t share completeness properties with
repsect to the static notion of validity, although the proof of the soundness of its rules also
require restrictions on the alternativeness relation that is not needed in proving the rules of the
minimal system B1 sound. 1 Proposition 9, whose proof follows that of propositions 6 & 7,
shows that B2 captures the dynamic aspect of befief revision in a way that Bt does not.
Proposition 8. Let ~ be the class of models consisting of all Herzberger metastable
expansions 7/l a, ~ of any model structure M where RM is transitive and eucfidean.2
Then for every schema Ix of PL, B2 F" I.t iff ~ ~* It.
The proviso about transitive and eucfidean alternativeness relations guarantees that for any w
WM and w', w" ~ [wRM], [w'R] = [w"R]. This is needed to show that the rules (BextI*) and
(BextE*) are verified. Otherwise the inductive proof of proposition 7 proceeds along the fines
of the one in proposition 5. The fight to left direction of proposition 8 is established by the
same method of proof as proposition 4; the presence of the rules if F" B2 (P then F"B2 B(9)
and (R1) permits the same proof strategy. The restrictions on the alternativeness relation of M
do not obviate the possibility of constructing countermodels for schemas that are not theorems
of B2.
Proposition 9. F be a collection of pairs of schemata of PL and numbers and
suppose that tp is a schema of PL._ Then any appropfiate sequence of Herzberger
metastable expansions 7t#, ~, 7ttl~-l, ,~.... 9'r# 4-n,,~of some extensional modelstructure M, where RM is transitive and eucfidean, vefifies F L) {(tp, m) } iff in B 2,
prov(F, (m, tp)).

1Thereare othernotionsof validitycorrespondingto B2; one is the notionof validity2definedin Asher & Karnp
~1987).
That is, VwI Vw2Vw3((wlRw2 & w2Rw3) ~ wxRw3)and VwaVw2Vw3((wlRw2 & wxRw3)~ w2Rw2).
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There are stronger proof systems than B2. An easy one to consider is ~3, which is like
~2 except for the REIT rule. B3 allows the reiteration of formulae of the form B V. But it
does not permit the reiteration of theorems of ~3 within * subproofs-- only theorems of T o. 1
This permits the derivation of Bq~ ~ BBq~ as a theorem. B3 is sound with respect to the class
of metastable expansions 7R~ of some any structure M where RM is transitive and euclidean
for ~, a limit ordinal. However, B3 is not complete with respect to this class of models.
Moreover, proofs of B3 are not verified by sequences of metastable models or indeed by any
natural class of sequences of models. At best, B3 partially captures the logic of a particular
stage of revision-- limit ordinal revision stages, and many have argued that the properties of
these stages are an artifact of the Herzberger construction, not an intrinsic part of the concept of
belief. Thus, B3 appears to take a step backwards in the quest for a system that captures the
dynamics of reasoning about belief.

5.

BELIEF A N D TEMPORAL REASONING

The real motivation for the $4 principle for belief comes, I think, not from a system like
~ 3 , but from another direction, which requires yet again a more sophisticated treatment of
belief revision. More complicated rules for belief introduction and elimination are in general
non-monotonic. 2 One very general pattern such rules may take is this: the agent infers new
beliefs as "defaults" on the basis of partial information; later information forces him sometimes
to revise these earlier beliefs inferred on the basis of partial information. Such rules
introducing defaults should also be stated as "jump" rules for moving from one mental state to
another-- similar in spirit to the simple belief introduction and elimination rules of B0.
These considerations force us to introduce explicitly into the framework some notion of
time, although I have implicitly at least characterized belief revision as a process through time.
The standard way to introduce time into an account of attitudes is to add a set of times T as
another sort of index in the base model structure M. Thus, the alternativeness relation is now
redefined as a binary relation on WM X TM, the set of alternatives at <w,t> in M, [<w,t>RM],
is now redefined a set of world-time pairs, and [] is now redefined as a function from worldtime pairs to suitable extensions for its arguments. "New" information concerning "B-free"
facts, i.e. those facts whose statement involves no use of the B predicate, acquired by the agent
at t' > t can be characterized via the alternativeness relation: [<w,t>RM] # [<w,t'>RM].
This familiar formalism permits an integration of a variety of temporal logics with logics
of the attitudes, but it misses out on one very important aspect of reasoning about belief and
time. That aspect concerns the principles by means of which agents reason about their own
future and past mental states and the ways these principles may actually affect the contents of
future mental states. That is, so far the formalism has yielded a way of characterizing the
change in beliefs over time due to the acquisition of new information of B-free facts, but we
have not addressed the problem of change in an agent's beliefs over time due to the acquisition
of new information that may arise in reflection or reasoning about his beliefs.

lit would be nice to allow all theorems of first order logic to be reiterated within the * subproofs. But I cannot.
make such a rule within the restricted propositional frahaework used now for the sake of the completeness results.
Since completeness is beyond the reach or this system in any case, however, one might as well work out me system
for first order logic.
2See e.g. Doyle & McDermott (1980); Moore (1982), McDermott (1986)
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One might suppose that in the absence of new information about B-free facts (and this
would include facts about the agent that might undermine or strengthen justifications for
holding beliefs), an agent should not change his beliefs. Certainly, an agent is not justified in
changing his beliefs on a whim. So if the agent's information and evidence remain constant,
his beliefs are all considered and rational and such weaknesses as forgetfulness and inattention
are not at issue, his beliefs should remain constant. Such reasoning leads to the plausible
principle of "knowledge maintenance," which says that once something is known it is known
forever. 1 The belief maintenance principles says that once something is believed, it remains so
until the doxastic facts for the agent change because of new externally acquired information.
Suppose that such principles were adopted within the framework of the system B2, so that if cp
were believed at level m, then it would also be believed at m+l. The characteristic $4 axiom
would then be a consequence of B2 and the knowledge or belief maintenance principles
construed in this way.
These principles, as one might suspect however, are not sound. They treat the process of
reflection as one of pure accumulation rather than revision. Nevertheless, they are plausible
default principles whose scope of legitimate application is of interest. Further, the knowledge
maintenance principle is of particular interest because one version of the Hangman Paradox
appears to rely on its use. To recapitulate very briefly, the prisoner, K, relies on a chain of
plausible inferences beginning with the judge's decree on Sunday that the prisoner is to be
hanged at 6 am on one of the next two days but that he will not know on the basis of this
decree which day it will be until 30 minutes before the hanging. K supposes that the decree is
true, as he has every reason to do, and then supposes, Sunday evening say, that perhaps he will
be hanged on Tuesday. But that is impossible, since by Monday 6:01 am he will know on the
basis of the decree when he to be hanged. So then he concludes he must be hanged on
Monday, but again he concludes that is impossible according to the decree. This leads him to
conclude that the decree is false. He is then quite surprised at 5:30 Monday morning when he
is awakened by the hangman to be taken to the gallows!
In this bout of reasoning, K reflects about future doxastic states as well as his present
one. The inference that he won't be hanged on Tuesday depends crucially on the assumption
that he still believes or knows the decree to be true on Monday at 6:01 am; it is the principle of
knowledge or belief maintenance that justifies this assumption. Similarly, in order to conclude
that the decree is false, K must continue to suppose that he believes the decree, when he reflects
on the state in which he has concluded that he cannot be hanged on Monday (call this B1) and
so concludes that he knows that he cannot be hanged on Monday (in state B2). Whether one
wants to postulate here a difference in time between B1 and B2 is perhaps controversial, but we
have already seen reason enough to distinguish between these states, and something like the
principle of knowledge maintenance preserves the belief in the decree. If this analysis is
correct, it shows that reflective reasoning about future mental states may, even in the absence of
new, B-free or K-free information, change the beliefs the agent presently holds. This happens
in the presence of paradoxical propositions like the judge's decree. What is needed now is an
account of how this is possible.
To make explicit the connection between reflective belief revision and temporality, certain
stages of the revision process have to be correlated with times in some way. If times have
already been introduced as an independent parameter, then the model revision process must be
redefined so as to assign the model revisions times, so that in the interpretation of various
lI should verhaps add to the principleof knowledge maintenancethe proviso, 'as long as the B-flee facts do not
change'. For one could imagine~ a change in tlie B-free facts could change some of the befiefs that theagent uses
to justify his knowledgeclaim and so undermineit. For yet anotherpuzzle in which the principleor ~.owl.eeage
maintenance suffers for perhaps these reasons, see Fred Dretske's cfiscussionof zeDrasana cleverlymsgutsea
mules in Dretske (1970).
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temporal operators or predicates, the appropriate model revisions that designate future or past
belief states of the agent may be used. But if situations in which the B-free facts do change are
not the primary interest (as is the case here), then a simpler solution, though perhaps an
ultimately unsatisfactory one, is available. That solution uses the indices already present in the
model theory of revision (or perhaps only certain designated ones) 1 to stand for the belief states
of the agent at various times. In order to mimic the notion of later information coming to an
agent's beliefs from the outside, one might appeal to a notion like modelperturbation.. A
modelperturbation of a model 71l at a world w is a function on RTn and w that reassigns R
alternatives to w. A model perturbation of a model 7R may introduce "momentary
incoherence" between model revisions-- incoherence, because [Bbrt, w may no longer reflect
the doxastic facts encoded by [wRTn] after the perturbation of 97l, but only momentary
incoherence, because after one revision coherence is restored. One useful type of model
perturbation to consider is a monotone decreasing perturbation ~ of the alternativeness relation
in ~ at w such that ~(RTn, w) C [wRTn].2 Using the notion of a model perturbation, we
might rephrase the belief maintenance principle as follows: once something is believed it
remains believed in the absence of non-monotonically-decreasing model perturbations.
I will follow out this simplistic approach to introducing time explicitly into the reasoning
characterized by the model revision process. I will restrict myself here to just Herzberger
revision sequences, since they are the simplest to understand. I will drop all explicit reference
to revision schemes for the remainder of the paper. I will introduce certain predicates or
operators into the language L(B) concerning these temporal moments as I have interpreted
them. To be specific I introduce [] and v as 1-place predicates to L(B); their intuitive
interpretation is 'forever' and 'next' respectively. With these temporal predicates, the knowledge
maintenance principle is expressible as follows:
(KM)
K(¢p)--- [](K(cp))
These predicates alone, however, will not be sufficient to reproduce the complete Hangman
argument. Although we could use temporal predicates to express the Hangman argument, it is
most easily expressed in a tensed predicate calculus. Indeed, a goal of the theory of reasoning
about belief and time is the interpretation of the tensed predicate logic within this framework
and along the lines I have proposed for the temporal predicates. But this promises to be a
complex task, 3 and a simpler temporal theory is useful to sort out basic issues; so I won't
embark on an interpretation of full predicate logic here.
Given that these predicates talk about the stages of model revision, they must be
interpreted with care. In particular, we cannot, without falling into contradiction, adopt the
following interpretation, which parallels our earlier interpretation of the predicate B:
cp ~ [[]]aTn,w =1 iff VI3 >_o~ [¢p][37n,w =1
Rather what we must do is to complicate the notion of model revision considerably. [] and v
must be evaluated with respect to an entire sequence of mode/revisions. How long should this
sequence be? One natural sequence that I will use here is the one def'med by the original model
revision process concerning the predicate B up to the second perfect stabilization ordinal.
Because of Herzberger's (1982) grand cycle theorem, this includes the entire range of distinct
metastable models. Perhaps the most straightforward implementation of this idea is to
suppose that the sequence of model revisions is indexed to two ordinals to produce the

lit is natural to consider only successorstages in a revision,~cluencesas naturallycorreLatec/with.~.es. It is
indeed possible to do so and pre.~rve all the machinery~vel~ed here, but in me interestsot simplicityit not
intuition,tempora! moments will be simplycorrelated wire oramats.
2There are model perturbations that bear out oW predictionsand verifYour defaultrules of belief re.vision-- these are
certain kinds of monotone aecreasmg permr0auons. But mere are omers revert monotone necreasmg sequences)
that do not and which then force the revision of those predictions.
3Briefly,we would want to map time variabl~ onto functionsof ordi~aalsin such a way that the restrictionson the
time variableswere satisfiedrelative to the ordinal inuexesot me mouet revisions.
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following sort of sequence: 7R 0,0, 7R1,0..... 7R~,0, 7R0,1, 9,/1.1,1.... 7Ra~ ,1 ...... 7R0,T, .... 7,Ra~,,T,
where ~0 ...... oq, are second perfect stabilization ordinals. I define the extension of B largely
as before:
i) [B]O,13w = ~B]w
ii) ~B]a+l,I3 w = {¢P: (Vw'~ Rya ) [¢p~Ir~¢, Ik w' = 1)}
iii) For limit ordinal ~, [B]X,13w = {¢p: (38<~)(Vy)($_<y<k ~ ¢p ~ [B~,13w)}.l
The extension of [] is now defined as follows:
i)

w =

ii) [[]]&13+l w = {¢P: (VT) (?b~ ->T-> ~ ~ ~¢P]TRv13, w = 1)}
iii) For limit ordinal g, ~[]] '~w = {¢P: (3$<~,)(VT)(8-<T<~. ~ ~P ~ [[]]8'Yw)}.
The definition for v is analogous. These definitions assure us that there are al,0 ...... al,v
second pdrfect stabilization ordinals and that the sequence of models is well-defined. The
model revision process with respect to the first model index is just as before.
This interpretation of the temporal predicates is imperfect to be sure. For one thing it
validates the following, very strong commutativity principles: [](B(9)) ~ B([](9)) and v(B(~o))
B ( v ( 9 ) ) , in the absence of any model perturbations. So in the absence of new information,
this interpretation entails that agents be omniscient with respect to the futures (and if one
wishes also the pasts) of their doxastic possibilities. Recall, however, that I am not trying to
describe agents' actual capacities for reasoning about belief and time. I am trying to describe
the correct principles for such reasoning. Viewed from this perspective, the commutativity
principles are no more egregious than logical omniscience: they merely entail that in the
absence of new information, it is legitimate and consistent to follow out the consequences of
ones temporal beliefs! But of course shifts in the underlying doxastic possibilities due to the
acceptance of new information by an agent are such a prevalent part of our mental life that it is
difficult to think of how our habits of prediction, planning and reevaluation should fare under
the absence of it. 2
The temporal predicate [] in effect is a predicate of stable truth within this model-theoretic
framework. It allows us to construct a temporal analogue to the extended liar: consider the
denotation equation [b] = --qS](b). The sentence -El(b) induces an analogous pattern of
instability in the extension of the predicate i~, as the unbeliever does for the predicate B. That
is, suppose, for example, that b ~ [[]]0,0w in some particular model. By the semantics for [], b
~[]]I5,0w, for all 13-< pq. But then b e [[]]13,1w, for all 13 _<a l . Again by the semantic
definitions, b ~ ~[]]13,0w, for all 13 -< or2, and so on. Thus, [] is a predicate that behaves in the
predictable patterns already explored in the literature on the type-free semantics of truth and the
attitudes.
The interpretation of [] also forces a redefinition of certain basic concepts. For the
temporal predicates, as well as attitude predicates, now introduce instabilities into the process
of model revision. I will distinguish between loca/stability and global stability; the local/global
distinction applies to the definitions of stabilization, perfect stability and metastability as well.
All these definitions assume a model revision sequence with no model perturbations, cp is

1This simplification of course follows from the definition of the Herzberger revision scheme.
2 The absence of shifts in the set of alternatives can make quite a clifference. Without them we seem to ge.tinto.
cerlain puzzles about the "next moment.' Suppose I believe that in me next moment I will fall asleep or mat in me
next moment I will die, examples suggested by Dan Bonevac. According to the principles advanced here, in the
next moment I must believe that I am asleep _orbelieve that I am dead! Somethifigis amiss here-- in fact two mings.
First, for real life agents, there are not always next' cognitive state.s; the ~,equenceof revisions abstracts away from
this limitation and correspondingly suffers when we countenance beliefs that involve the lack of a next cognitive
state. The other element that gives these beliefs a sort of paradoxical air is the lack of any changing of set ot .
alternatives. If I don't die in the next moment, my set of alternatives will surely change, which will account tor tlae
fact why I don't believe in that next moment that I am dead.
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positively (negatively)locally stable in a model 71q.at a world w iff for some [5 (p e [B~,13~
w for all y ((p ~ [B~,t~Trt, w )- I will also use the terminology (p is locally stable in a model 97l'
at a world w w/th respect to an ordinal 1~iff for all Y (P ~ [B~,I3~, w or (p ~ [B~,BTrt w- (P
locally stabilizes at an ordinal o~ in a model 77l (at a world w) w/th respect to an ordinal ~ iff
(~ is the first ordinal y such that (p is positively or negatively stable (at w) in ?)l"t,l~. The other
definitions of local stabilization ordinal, local perfect stabilization ordinal and local metastable
model follow straightforwardly. 1

The generalization of local stability is g/obal stab///ty. (p is positively (negatively)
globadly stable/n a model ~ at a world w iff for all 7 and for all 15 (p ~ [B~,l~Trt, w (9
[B~"l~Trt, w ). (P globally stabilizes at an ordinal o~ in a model 7/l (at a world w) iff o~ is the
first ordinal [5 such that Vy (p is positively or negatively stable (at w) in 7tt%~. (~ is a global
stabilization ordinal for ?It (at w) iff every (p that stabilizes in 71l (at w) stabilizes at some
ordinal < (x in 7/l (at w). Call y a globalAgerfect stabilization ordinal for Fit just in case y is a
stabiliz~on ordinal for 7It, and (p ~ [BN,'tTn,-~w iff (p stabilizes at some ordinal < Y in 97l at w.
If ~ is any ordinal greater or equal to the first perfect stabilization ordinal for 97l, the model 7/ll3
is called a globally metastable model.
Given these definitions, it is obvious that if ~ i s globally stable throughout a class of
models ~, then it is also locally stable throughout ~ for any ordinal 8. The converse of course
isn't true. Even further, local stability at tx for all (x does not entail global stability. Global and
local stability may affect each other too in subtle ways. A sentence may be locally stable at w
in 7/l with respect to 8 but not with respect to some other ordinal. Consider for instance, the
following set of denotation equations: [C]M = --(3(b) v -~Bfd), [b]M = ---El(b) and_[diM =
--~B(d). It may indeed be the case that b is true at w in 71l0,8 but false at w in 7K 0,8+1. Then c
is stably true at w in 9710,8 and so locally stable at w in 7/l with respect to 8 but not stable at w
in 7n.0,~-l.
But how do these instabilities now affect reasoning about belief or other attitudes?
Having already ascertained that the locally metastable models whose alternativeness relation is
euclidean and transitive correspond to a certain weak form of reasoning about belief simpliciter,
one natural, but quite restricted class of models to consider as defining the logic of reasoning
about belief and time is to consider the class, MP, of locally and globally metastable models of
the form 7ffr, a, where (t is a global, perfect stabilization ordinal. Another class, ML, of
models to consider consists of locally and globally metastable models of the form 7fit, ix, where
(x is a limit ordinal. Both the model classes MP and ML validate the following axiom schemata
and rules for []:
(F1) [](p --~ (p
(F2) ([]((p ~ V) & [](P) -*
(F3) D~ ~ ~
(F4) gl(p ~
(F5) If (p is a theorem of first order logic, then [](p is a theorem
Together with the corrtmutativity rules, these provide a relatively acceptable logic for the
temporal predicate El. These axioms, given the intended interpretation of [] in this restricted set
up, seem acceptable. At locally and globally metastable models that are not in MP or ML, the

lcx is a local stab'dization ordinalfor 7~ (at w) iff every ¢pthat stab'dizes in 71l (at w) stab'dizes at some ordinal < c~
in 77~(at w). CallV a localperfect stabiliT~fion ordinalfor 77ljust in case "/is a stabilizalion ordinal for 71l, and ¢p
[BIYP~i,w iff cpstabilizes at some ordinal _<v in T/l at w and for some ~. If ~ is any ordinal grealer or equal to
the f'wstperfect stabiliT~tionordinal for 71l, the model 71~ is calleda local metastabIe model.
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logic differs; in particular (F1) and (F3) are no longer valid in all such models. 1 The semantics
of ~ is such that all locally and globally metastable models validate the following principles:
(N1) ~---¢,p ~ ---,~cp
(N2) ( v ( ~ + ~ ) & v ~ ) --~
(N3) if I-" cp then I-" v ~ .
Within the classes ML or MP, however, the rule if I- tp then I- [](cp) will not be valid, and
neither will it be the case that if l- [](cp) then I- cp. This complicates considerably efforts to come
up with completeness results for axiom schemata for [] and v . In particular the method used
in propositions 4 and 8 is not available.
The nature of the counterexamples to the knowledge maintenance principle and belief
mainter~ance principle in the absence of non-monotonically-decreasing model perturbations can
now be made more precise.
Proposition 10. Let ~ be a class of globally metastable expansions of some model
structure M such that RM is transitive and euclidean. Then: (i) if ~ is globally stable
throughout ~, then ~ ~ B(cp) --, [](B(cp)); (ii) i f $ b B(¢p) -, [](B(cp)), then ~ is locally
stable throughout ~. Moreover, if ¢0 is not locally stable in ~, then there are
counterinstances to B(cp) ~ [](B(cp)) at arbitrarily large successor, limit and perfect
stabilization ordinals.
Proof sketch: Obviously if cp is globally stable throughout ~, then ~ ~ B(cp) ~ [](B(cp)). To
show (ii), suppose that ~ ~ B(cp) ~ [](B(cp)). But suppose that ~0 is not locally stable
throughout ~. So for some w and 7'7l in ~, [cp~Trtl30/,w = 1 and [¢0~Trtl3+l,yw = 0 for arbitrarily
large 13 and for all y. Since cp is locally unstable that means that w must belong to the range of
R; since otherwise, all sentences would eventually locally stablize everywhere. Suppose w
[w I R]. Because R77t is transitive and euclidean, cp will have for sufficiently large 0t the same
truth value at all w' ~ [wlR]. So if we pick a sufficiently large 13, [~/rtl3,~+l, w' = 1 for all w'
[wlR]. So [Bcp]Tr~13+l,wl, w' = 1. Note, however, that it won't be the case that for all 8 _>
13+1, [B(cp)]]Trt~,~,w, = 1, since cp is locally unstable at w. So []Bop will be false in ~ cz+l;/+l at
w. We have shoran if cp is locally unstable at w for arbitrarily large successor ordinals o~, then
B(~) ~ [](B(cp)) is false at w in 7'Tt~,~. Let 13be a globally perfect stabilization ordinals, then
since B ~ ) -,. [](B(cp)) is false at w at 9'7l at 7'Trot,t/for ~ > 0t, then B(~) -+ [](B(~)) is false at w
in T/~.0t,I~. Finally, suppose that 13is a limit ordinal. Because cp is locally unstable at w, ~ never
stabilizes on any end segment of 13 and so then B(¢0) --~ E](B(¢p)) is false at w in 7/1.a,I~.
Proposition 10 shows the knowledge and belief maintenance principles to have, in the
absence of model perturbations, much the same status as the axiom for belief B(B(cp -- 9) in
proposition 3. As we have seen, such principles are not valid, though for reasoning about
ordinary propositions they may well be efficient. They are sound when applied to knowledge
of "normal" statements or propositions-- i.e., propositions that eventually stabilize under
revision (of a knowledge predicate). The temporal and non-temporal versions of the Hangman
Paradox also fall under a single theme: the agent employs plausible default principles of
reasoning about knowledge and belief on a proposition that fails to stabilize; and in reasoning
about his knowledge of this proposition, the agent undermines his very knowledge of it. But
to locate the source of the problem with reasoning about paradoxical statements in this way has
required the development of a dynamic theory of reasoning about belief and knowledge. I
have argued that the process of model revision captures at least some of the significant aspects
of such a dynamic theory of reasoning. The proof systems developed in section 4 constitute a
first attempt to employ the insights of the process of model revision within a formal calculus
for reasoning about belief and knowledge.
1 There are other options for the lo~c of E] of course. I leave to another time the question of sorting out which of
these is worthpursuing. Also I won t pursue the question of whether to use these ~txiomswithin the systems of
natural deduction or whether to adopt natural deduction analogues of them.
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first attempt to employ the insights of the process of model revision within a formal calculus
for reasoning about belief and knowledge.
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